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Tena koe,
Haere mai,
Talofa lava,
Malo e leiei,
Namaste,
Ni hao,
Welcome to
Welcome
to
SPARX
We are absolutely excited to
announce that SPARX version 2.0
launched on Monday 4th October
2021.
You may have heard about SPARX
before, but if not here is a quick
update:

SPARX is a clinically tested, evidence
based, self-help tool designed to help
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young New Zealanders experiencing
mild-moderate anxiety and
depression. SPARX helps by delivering

Welcome to the SPARX
newsletter

cognitive behavioural therapy in a
game-like setting. Playing SPARX has
helped reduce the symptoms of

SPARX 2 out now!

anxiety and depression in young Kiwis
for the last five years.
Researched and designed by the

New SPARX app
available

Department of Psychological Medicine
at the University of Auckland, SPARX is
funded by the Ministry of Health.
As a self-help tool, teens can go
online, play SPARX for free and learn
skills that they can use in everyday life
so that they start to feel better.
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SPARX 2 out
now!
The SPARX team are excited to bring
to SPARX version 2:
Improved navigation and controls
Improved lighting and graphics
Improved camera angles
New diverse characters
Game and level map
Improved Guide character
Collectables
Small side quests
More epic interactions e.g. with
the King of the GNATs
Ability to replay a level
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New SPARX
app available
The much-awaited SPARX 2 app is

Make sure to follow us for
more updates and useful
tips on youth mental
health!

Facebook:
@soarwithsparx

now available. SPARX will continue to
be free and will be available across
android and iOS platforms. Plus you

Instagram:
@sparx_nz

will still be able to play on your
computer or laptop.
Check out the new and exciting
SPARX 2 trailer that has been featured
on the Facebook page here!

www.sparx.org.nz

Free SPARX
resources

We also have a PowerPoint
presentation about SPARX for
health professionals.

SPARX has teamed up with Dr Jenny

We are hoping to run Cat Levine

Robertson to create a brand-new pack

School Tours in Term 1 and 2 of

of mental health and well-being

2022, depending on COVID

lessons. This free resource can be

restrictions.

downloaded here.
Free SPARX resources are available via

If you would like to order your free

the SPARX website here: such as

resources today, or if you are

posters, handouts for staff and

interested in a school tour please

students.

email us at support@sparx.org.nz

